
Match Report 

YJFL U.11’s Red Division Round 3 28/04/2013 

Brunswick Junior F.C. V’s Kew Rovers 2 

 

“Dragons breathe fire over Kew Rovers in ANZAC day clash” 

To commemorate ANZAC day both teams lined up on the ground to observe a minute silence before the game. 

The match was played in the spirit of the occasion when Kew hung in for much of the game but the dragons 

dominated most of the play. 

Dragons held a twelve point lead after a terrific opening quarter with Elias (36) getting a classy goal with the 

ball sliding off the side of his boot. George (13) nailed his first goal. Romney (17) and Henry (44) were 

combining well. 

The visitors closed the gap in the second term outscoring the Dragons two goals to one. Ty (38) was named as a 

forward and was instrumental in a piece of play which saw Julian (35) benefit with a goal after an impressive 

snap at the top of the goal square. 

In the third term, Michael (7) opened his career goal tally when he was rewarded with a free kick for playing in 

front of his opponent and made no mistake with his kick. Also up forward, Otis (20) was plucking marks and 

looked dangerous, he too scored a goal. George (13) sprayed a ball wide for a minor score and showed why he is 

a polished performer when he made up for it by gathering up the ball from the kick in then headed straight this 

time and with a bullet like kick the ball went right through the middle of the big sticks. 

The Dragons were challenged during the final term, skipper George (13), Romney (17) and Henry (44) were 

superb with the Dragons leading by just one point when George (13) kicked his third goal with fewer than three 

minutes remaining. So it was back into the rooms to where the club theme song was sung out aloud with heads 

held high. Coach Pete addressed the faithful and praised the overall team performance. 
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Best Players: Romney (17), Julian (35), Ty (38), George (13), Tom (22) and Otis (20). 

Goals:  George 3, Elias, Julian, Michael, Otis. 

 Special mention to James Balfour (33) of Kew Rovers who was awarded with the best on ground medal. 

 

 

Charlie Menotti 


